INTERNATIONAL CAREERS DAY

SATURDAY 19 JANUARY
EXHIBITORS BETWEEN 11:00-14:30
BLAVATNIK SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT
Welcome to the Fair

At this fair you have the opportunity to meet a diverse range of experts and organisations to discuss international careers, such as those in NGOs, charities, development consultancies, educational establishments, international and regional institutions and more.

There are many and varied routes into international careers and we hope that by speaking with exhibitors and attending the presentations and talks throughout the day, you are able to learn more about some of the exciting opportunities available.

What should you ask exhibitors?

Think about what you would really like to know...

• What is the sector actually like?
• How can you build up the experience required?
• What course of further study could you take?
• How can you network successfully in that field?
• Which aspects of your CV should you strengthen to be an outstanding candidate?

Attend talks

Times and locations can be found within this booklet.

Come and visit the Careers Service stand for more information about where to find resources and advice.

Form a plan of action to get you started – you could prepare some questions, target particular names, and work out which key speaker sessions to attend. Pace yourself, make notes as you go along, remember names and collect contact details. Talk to people and join in with others where individual stands / people are busy – the conversation may well be richer. Above all, enjoy yourself, and on behalf of Oxford University Careers Service, thank you for coming here today.

Fair timetable

09:45 – 11:00  |  Alumni@ International Careers Day
               | Lecture Theatre 2

10:00 – 11:00  |  The World Bank Group Presentation
               | Lecture Theatre 1

11:00 – 14:30  |  Exhibitors
               | Seminar Rooms 2 – 4

12:30 – 13:30  |  Panel Session - First Steps on the Ladder: Development Policy & Practice
               | Lecture Theatre 1

13:45 – 14:30  |  Talk - Exclusive Global Internships for Oxford Students
               | Lecture Theatre 1
Work in international development policy, research and practice offers opportunities to engage in some of the thorniest global challenges and their impact at local levels. But what does it take to enter, and progress, in these fields? And how best can you prepare? In this panel, three early career development professionals share insights into what has worked for them plus key trends in organisational priorities and emerging recruitment interests.

Joanna de Boer, currently a MPhil Candidate in Development Studies, is a graduate of Brown University in History and English. Joanna’s interests centre on the nexus issues of conflict-mitigation and climate-resilient development. For the former, she has worked with Mercy Corps on countering violent extremism in Syrian Refugee populations in Jordan, and with the Department for International Development on coordinating international donor response to the Rohingya Refugee Crisis in Myanmar. For the latter, she researched water scarcity in Gaza for the United Nations in Jerusalem, and refugee resettlement for the Portland Trust in Ramallah. Whilst at Oxford, she plans to continue exploring environmental peace-building, focusing her research on the role of climate change in exacerbating armed conflict and disrupting human population distribution.

Usman Nizami is an MPP candidate and was lately DFID’s Representative to the Gulf States, based in Riyadh. He is passionate about international development, in particular understanding emerging economies and working on conflict affected and fragile states, where the political and aid tracks are inextricably linked. Usman focused his energies on the Middle East during the early part of his career. Following a first degree in Arabic and Spanish he joined the UK Civil Service Fast Stream in 2012. Since 2013, he worked in the Department for International Development (DFID) serving in Kabul, managing DFID Governance programmes; Amman, as Adviser to the Jordanian Government on Syria; and London on other Middle East related issues. He lived and studied in Syria in 2010-11.

Dr Emre Korkmaz is a Departmental Lecturer in Migration and Development at the Oxford Department of International Development (ODID) and a Research Associate at the Centre for Technology and Global Affairs in Oxford’s Department of Politics and International Relations. As a political scientist and international relations expert, he has had various academic and non-academic posts since 2010. These have enabled him to research the political representation of refugees and immigrants, and the politics of industrial relations with a business and human rights angle, for example in global supply chains. Emre has also worked as a consultant for various companies/NGOs such as Ethical Trading Initiative, Business and Human Rights Resource Centre, and Fair Wear Foundation.
ACTED is an international non-governmental organization which is committed to immediate humanitarian relief to support those in urgent need and protect people’s dignity, while co-creating longer term opportunities for sustainable growth and fulfilling people’s potential.

ACTED responds to humanitarian crises and builds resilience, promotes inclusive and sustainable growth, and co-constructs effective governance and civil society worldwide by investing in people and their potential.

WE GO THE LAST KILOMETRE: ACTED’s mission is to save lives and support people in meeting their needs in hard to reach areas. ACTED develops and implements programs that target the most vulnerable amongst populations that have suffered from conflict, natural disaster, or socio-economic hardship. ACTED’s approach looks beyond the immediate emergency towards opportunities for longer term livelihoods reconstruction and sustainable development.

With a budget of 237 million EUR in 2017, ACTED is active in 35 countries and implements more than 495 projects a year reaching over 11 million beneficiaries with 300 international staff and 4,300 national staff.

INTERNSHIPS: ACTED regularly offers internships in the field to students in their final year or newly graduated.

ATD Fourth World is a human rights based anti-poverty organisation tackling inequality and promoting social justice in the UK. We reach and engage with people directly experiencing poverty and social exclusion in the community. Our work aims to provide support, break isolation and give people a voice on the issues that affect them. Volunteering opportunities focused on supporting our projects and campaigns arise at regular intervals throughout the year.

VOLUNTEERING: In the summer, we offer families time away from the day-to-day pressures and anxieties of life in poverty as well as an opportunity to share experiences, strengthen relationships, and form new friendships. Residential breaks at Frimhurst Family House in Surrey and celebratory events such as our Summer Fun Day enable isolated families to invest in workshops alongside others in similar situations and once again feel part of a wider community. These positive experiences build a foundation for the longer-term relationships necessary to tackle the most challenging issues. We offer summer residential volunteering up to six weeks helping to facilitate these activities.

APPLICATION PROCESS: These internships are based at our National Centre in London or in Surrey. Accommodation can be provided, work-related travel expenses and basic living expenses are provided.

Apply by email to atd@atd-uk.org, subject: ‘Volunteering career fair’
Brexit brings challenges. The public and private sector need experts in European affairs. Come and meet the College of Europe, the best institute for top-notch European studies leading to high-level careers in European and International affairs.

Study one of our Master of Arts in EU International Relations and Diplomacy, European Law (LLM), Politics, Economics & Transatlantic Affairs at the heart of Europe and get ready for a promising career.

**CUTTING-EDGE EDUCATION:**
The pre-professional training is provided by a mix of seasoned practitioners and top-notch academics. Dynamic professors, small-group teaching and a challenging mix of practical skills and language training, international projects and competitions define the extremely varied academic programme. Prominent world leaders and decision makers are regular guests and enter into challenging discussions on European and international affairs.

**EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT LIFE:**
Studying, living and working with 350 students from over 50 nationalities in residences spread over the city of Bruges offers the perfect opportunity to practice ones intercultural skills. Besides the demanding academic programme the students engage in a variety of student activities.

**PROMISING CAREERS & ALUMNI NETWORK:**
Our alumni mostly pursue careers of responsibility in Europe and beyond both in the public and private sector. Not only the EU institutions, foreign services, national administrations and international organisations are primary offsets of our alumni but more and more develop their profession in consultancy, business, media, think tanks and civil society. They also benefit from our global professional alumni network and an active Alumni Association.

**ADDRESS:**
Dijver 11, 8000 Brugge, Belgium

**PHONE:** +32 50 47 71 11

**EMAIL:** info@coleurope.eu

---

The Daiwa Anglo-Japanese Foundation is a UK charity supporting UK-Japan links through awarding scholarships, offering grants to support UK-Japan collaboration and organising events including seminars, and exhibitions at its London headquarters.

**SCHOLARSHIPS:**
We offer (1) Daiwa Scholarships for UK nationals who have no Japanese ability to study Japanese at Waseda University in Tokyo, do a one-month homestay and a 6-month work placement in Japan.

We also offer (2) Daiwa Scholarships in Japanese Studies to support UK nationals who have a degree in Japanese Studies and who wish to pursue postgraduate Japan-related studies in either the UK or Japan.

**ADDRESS:**
13-14 Cornwall Terrace, London, NW1 4QP

**PHONE:** 020 7486 3049

**EMAIL:** susan.meehan@dajf.org.uk and office@dajf.org.uk
The Diplomatische Akademie Wien (DA) - Vienna School of International Studies is a postgraduate school for international studies. Established in 1754 and housed in a former imperial summer palace, the DA is the oldest academic institution in this field. Today it offers 2-year Master’s courses, a one-year diploma programmes and a PhD-Programme to prepare 184 graduate students from 44 countries for an international career. The main study areas are political science, economics, international and European law, and history. Students also receive language training and acquire various intercultural competences. In addition to the academic programme, prominent figures from the world of politics, business, the arts, and science regularly visit the DA to present and discuss the latest development in their fields. The DA is open to graduates of any discipline and of any nationality.

Genesis Analytics was one of the first Economics-based consulting firms in Africa and has since grown into the largest. While economics is a core tool, we apply many other tools – financial, strategic and evaluative – to improve decision making and unlock value.

We work with both private and public sector clients, as well as donor organisations and foundations with the purpose of unlocking value in Africa. Even with our economics roots, our work spans many disciplines, including health, agriculture, infrastructure, financial services, energy, behaviour change and youth.

Genesis has completed more than 900 assignments in over 35 countries across Africa, Asia and the Middle East; and more than 45% of our work is now outside of South Africa. In the economic development space, we design, implement and evaluate projects for bilateral and multilateral donor agencies, as well as development finance institutions. Through this work, we inform policy decisions at the highest levels of government and impact the livelihoods of the most vulnerable communities. We are therefore driven to unlock maximum value through every intervention.

At Genesis Analytics, we constantly look for curious minds that aim to extrapolate empirical data into inspiring results. Ideal candidates are passionate, self-motivated, energetic and driven problem solvers. Although we predominantly recruit candidates with Economics qualifications, we also welcome and appreciate candidates who have studied postgraduate qualifications in the following or related disciplines:
- Finance
- Public Health
- International Relations
- Monitoring and Evaluation
- Social Sciences
- Public Policy

Should you be interested in exploring opportunities at the firm, please visit our careers page on www.genesis-analytics.com/careers to read more and apply. All applications must be submitted online.
The world's problems can never be answered by single academics working alone; international research collaboration is the key to our collective progress. Global Academy jobs was founded to foster international academic and research collaboration and we focus on helping young academics gain international experience early in their careers.

Our unique international, online academic jobs board advertises roles at 200+ universities worldwide. Our member universities include established, research-led institutions, teaching universities and brand new universities in emerging markets. These newer universities are keen to attract international academic talent and often offer very attractive packages, as well as international experience, for early career academics.

OPPORTUNITIES: Global Academy Jobs member universities offer opportunities at all levels across all disciplines. You will find everything from PhD programmes, to post-doctoral research positions, to senior university vacancies on our website at GlobalAcademyJobs.com. Registered candidates are also put forward when universities, and other organisations, approach us about particular roles. Register with us to receive details of the latest new roles in your discipline: gajobs.co/register.

If you are considering a research or teaching career we publish a weekly bulletin of career tips from senior academics. This covers every aspect of a career in academia, from getting published to time management. The latest edition is here: gajobs.co/WeeklyBulletin and you can subscribe here: gajobs.co/Subscribe.

Gotoco is an international social enterprise, we increase understanding between China and ‘the West’ by implementing cultural exchange and education exploration opportunities. We were founded in 2012 by Oxford alumni.

OPPORTUNITIES: We are now accepting applications from students that wish to become teachers on our annual China Summer Camp. Our camps take place across diverse locations in China for 1-2 months over the summer. You will be in a team teaching local students about either your language (in language schools), degree subject (at international schools) or outdoors and holistic education (at ‘Camp America’ style activity camps.) We hope this will offer you an excellent chance to get work experience overseas, learn all about China, and hone your teaching, public speaking and all-rounder ‘thinking-on-your-feet’ skills!

We are offering 30 fully-funded places for Oxford students this summer, the Careers Service’s Summer Internship and Moritz-Heyman grants will generously cover flights and visa costs. As standard, all participants will also be provided with funded TELF training and certification, meals, accommodation, beginner Chinese lessons and a 5-day tour of our base in the beautiful mountains of Yangshuo – a small town not far from the Vietnamese border.

We welcome you to join us for a fun, one-off summer of exploration but we would also welcome anyone that is looking to establish a career with us. Each applicant is judged on their merits, with no prior knowledge of China, Chinese or teaching required. Besides positions in teaching, we are also recruiting for people to join us for support roles in our Beijing office, details of which can be found here: www.go-to.co/jobs-with-us/

For more info, check out our website www.go-to.co, or search Gotoco China on Youtube or Google!
The Hertie School of Governance is an international teaching and research centre of excellence located in Berlin, Germany. It prepares exceptional students for leadership positions in government, business and civil society. Our study programmes attract a highly talented student body from diverse national and disciplinary backgrounds — united by a desire to make a difference and to contribute to better policy-making around the world.

Interdisciplinary and practice-oriented teaching, first-class research, and an extensive international network, which includes the London School of Economics and Political Science, Sciences Po, and Columbia University, set the Hertie School apart.

PROGRAMMES: We are currently accepting applications for the Master of International Affairs (MIA) and Master of Public Policy (MPP).

The Master of International Affairs (MIA) programme prepares students for positions requiring a profound understanding of today’s global challenges in government, international organisations, business and civil society. Students choose between two concentrations: finance and trade or security and sustainability.

The Master of Public Policy (MPP) programme is for individuals who want to understand and get involved in public affairs and learn analytical and managerial skills. Students also choose between two concentrations: policy analysis or management and organisation.

Valuable real-world professional experience is part of both programmes. All students complete a summer internship between their first and second year of study. For those who want even more industry experience, the school offers a Professional Year. For internships and the Professional Year, partnerships have been established with a range of institutions, such as ministries, international companies and NGOs.

Applications can be submitted online up until May 1, 2019. Scholarships and financial aid are available.

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME:
The programme is highly interdisciplinary across the eight areas offered: Accounting, Decision Sciences, Entrepreneurship, Finance, Marketing, Organisational Behaviour, Strategy, and Technology and Operations Management. Its intimate size ensures critical faculty mentorship and research support. Unlike many other programmes, the INSEAD PhD seeks to admit research partners for its faculty, not research assistants. All admits receive full financial support for 5 years — tuition fee waiver, annual stipend and research and conference budget support, and health insurance coverage. For more info, visit insead.edu/phd/financing.

As many leading universities seek to internationalise both curriculum and faculty, having the INSEAD PhD gives students a tremendous edge with its global format over most management schools, with our graduates securing top placements in leading academic institutions worldwide.

APPLICANTS: If you are an intern, new graduate, with or without research experience, or a research fellow, and are passionate and driven to pursue an academic career in management, explore the INSEAD PhD. Applicants are welcome from all subject backgrounds. Admissions start in early Fall of 2019 for the September 2020 intake.

ADDRESS: INSEAD, Boulevard de Constance, Fontainebleau Cedex, France, 77305

PHONE: +33 (0) 60 72 4293

EMAIL: PhD.Info@insead.edu
Established in 1951, IOM now the UN Migration Agency is the leading inter-governmental organization in the field of migration and works closely with governmental, intergovernmental and non-governmental partners. IOM offices are in over 100 countries and the Organization is dedicated to promoting humane and orderly migration for the benefit of all. It does so by providing services and advice to governments and migrants.

**HOW IOM WORKS:** IOM works in the four broad areas of migration management:
- Migration and development
- Facilitating migration
- Regulating migration
- Forced migration.

IOM activities that cut across diverse areas including international migration law, policy debate and guidance, protection of migrants’ rights, migration health, gender, climate change, international relations etc.

**THE IOM INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME:** The IOM Internship Programme provides students with the opportunity to learn about IOM’s activities, to gain initial work experience, and/or to prepare for a degree dissertation. IOM provides on the job training to interns for their professional development. Interns are given assignments and responsibility commensurate with their academic and professional experience and they are placed under the guidance of a supervisor who is responsible for mentoring and coaching them. IOM places interns at its Headquarters and in over 100 of its offices worldwide. Interns duration of assignment at IOM is counted as experience during IOMs job application process. IOM places 50 to 600 interns worldwide per year and approximately 60-80 interns at its Headquarters in Geneva.

Entry points into the Organization are through the JPO programme, the internship programme, vacancy notices and secondment programmes. We will share valuable information on entry points at the fair.

**ADDRESS:** 17 Route des Morillons, Geneva, Switzerland, CH1217

**PHONE:** +41.22.7179111, +41.22.798 6150

**EMAIL:** hq@iom.int

---

**LMC INTERNATIONAL LTD**

LMC is an independent economic consultancy with offices in eight countries. LMC comprises two companies: LMC International serves the global agribusiness sector and its downstream food, fuel and chemical industries, delivering industry and policy analysis, and supply, demand, price and trade forecasts. Clients include the World Bank, WWF, United Nations FAO, BMW, PepsiCo, UK Defra, Ford, EU Commission, P&G, Volkswagen, Kraft, Tate & Lyle, United Nations, HSBC, BP and hundreds of others.

**CAREERS AT LMC:** Developing your career at LMC will challenge you intellectually while rewarding you with the opportunity to shape industry decisions and government policies. You will be involved in projects with renowned companies, agencies, governments and institutions. LMC experts are globally respected and you will form part of a team delivering supervised analysis while developing your own knowledge and analytical skills.

**CANDIDATES:** We are looking for full time analysts and annual placements. Candidates should have intellectual curiosity mixed with analytical rigour. You will be an undergraduate economics finalist or working towards a post graduate degree in economics or other highly numerate subject and have some experience of data analysis and report writing. Communication skills and the ability to be a team player and work alongside company Directors are essential. LMC recruits are based in our central Oxford office and have many opportunities to travel globally. Starting salaries are from £28,000 to over £30,000 depending on qualifications and LMC offers the opportunities for rapid advancement. Interested applicants should send a CV and covering letter by email to djackson@lmc.co.uk.

**ADDRESS:** 4th Floor Clarendon House, 52 Cornmarket, Oxford, OX1 3HJ

**PHONE:** +44 1865 791737

**EMAIL:** djackson@lmc.co.uk
Mercy Corps is a leading global organization powered by the belief that a better world is possible. In disaster, in hardship, in more than 40 countries around the world, we partner to put bold solutions into action—helping people triumph over adversity and build stronger communities from within. Now, and for the future.

www.mercycorps.org | www.mercycorps.org.uk

► CAREERS AT MERCY CORPS: People are at the heart of what we do at Mercy Corps. Most positions are located in the countries where we work but also in our HQ locations (work authorization applies) in London, Edinburgh, the Hague, Portland, Oregon (USA) and Washington, DC (USA). Our positions range from senior level directors to entry level officers and specialists. Advisors and Managers are mid-level (3-7 years professional experience). The process to apply and current openings can be found on our careers website at www.mercycorps/careers.org. Last year we hired globally over 500 positions.

► THE MERCY CORPS GLOBAL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM: In addition to our employment opportunities, The Mercy Corps Global Internship Program offers students from around the world the opportunity to help people in the countries we work turn complex crises they confront into powerful engines for change, within an innovative humanitarian relief and development context globally. Mercy Corps interns gain tangible experience and valuable education working directly with experienced team members to support our vision of building a better tomorrow. Over the last year, the Global Internship Program grew to include 187 interns serving in 25 countries. These interns engaged in work over a spectrum of sectors closely aligned with the needs of every region. This mutually beneficial effort supported our beneficiaries while allowing for exploration into future careers in international relief and development.

► ADDRESS: 2nd Floor, West Wing the Hop Exchange, 24 Southwark St, London, SE1 1TY, UK
► PHONE: +44 20 3908 0170
► EMAIL: dbarrinermills@mercycorps.org

Perm State National research University is a multi-profile classical university that trains highly-qualified specialists and carries on scientific research in a number of areas most significant for the country as a whole and Perm region in particular, it has powerful scientific schools and a great innovative potential.

www.psu.ru

► INTERNSHIP PROGRAMMES: Perm State University is offering four challenging six-week internship programmes in the summer 2019 (1 July-10 August) to current matriculated Oxford students. They are microbiology research project “Mining for microbes with promising biotechnological properties”; pharmacology research project “Mining for GSK-3b agonists in silico & in vitro for aging-related disease prevention”; theoretical physics research project “Peculiarities of heat and mass transfer in ferrofluids”; computational physics study internship “Fluid dynamics and numerical methods”.

In addition to the academic programmes, the interns will have a complimentary package of various extra-curricular activities such as; a city break tour around Perm, a tour to the unique Kungur Ice Cave (a finalist in the “Seven Wonders of Russia” contest), a tour to the open air ethnographic museum Khokhlovka (the 17th-19th century architecture of Perm region), a tour to the Museum of the History of Political Repression Perm-36, the only remaining example of a Gulag labour camp.

► ADDRESS: 16 Bukirev Street, Perm, Russia, 614990
► PHONE: +7 (342) 396-655
► EMAIL: kadzhaya@psu.ru

Interns will also be able to attend Russian language classes either to start working on Russian or mastering existing skills. There will also be Russian students on hand to help show Oxford interns around.
Schwarzman Scholars is a selective, fully-funded scholarship program, based at the distinguished Tsinghua University in Beijing, designed to ensure that the next generation of business, political and civil society leaders around the world can effectively serve as bridges between China and the rest of the world. We aim to achieve this by (1) recruiting promising young leaders from around the world – people who have the ambition and talent to take on executive roles in government, civil society, or business, and who have a commitment to building understanding among people with differing perspectives; (2) educating them about China’s global role via a one-year Master’s in Global Affairs at Tsinghua and (3) linking them to senior mentors in their field in China and to their peers among China’s rising young leaders.

Applications: Applications for the 2020-2021 class open April 2019, with selections made in November 2019. (Applicants with Chinese passports apply by May 2019, with selections made in September 2019). Approximately 140 scholars will be selected to begin the program in August of 2020. Please find alumni scholar reflections and program highlights in the video section of the website: www.schwarzmanscholars.org/videos.

SOAS University of London is the only Higher Education institution in the UK specialising in the study of Asia, Africa and the Near and Middle East. SOAS has a diverse population of over 2200 postgraduate students from more than 130 countries and offers over 115 postgraduate programmes in law, social sciences, arts & humanities and languages & cultures with a distinctive regional focus and global relevance. For more information on postgraduate courses please visit: www.soas.ac.uk/postgraduate.

www.soas.ac.uk

► ADDRESS: 641 Lexington Avenue, 23rd Floor, New York, USA, 10022
► PHONE: +1-212-314-8759
► EMAIL: christian.tanja@schwarzmanscholars.org

► ADDRESS: Thornhaugh Street, Russell Square, London, WC1H 0XG
► PHONE: 020 7898 4700
► EMAIL: study@soas.ac.uk
TPP is a market leading UK based software company, dedicated to delivering innovative software solutions to the UK healthcare industry. After 21 years of success in the UK, we now operate on an international scale with projects ongoing across the Middle East and China.

**POSITONS AVAILABLE:** We're currently hiring for seven different graduate roles and for our 2019 summer intern programme. We're looking for the brightest minds from the UK’s top universities who have a passion for problem solving.

**Software Developer**
- Requirements: 2.1 at Degree Level, A*AA at A Level (A* in Maths)
- Salary: £45,000

**Product Support Specialist**
- Requirements: 2.2 at Degree Level, Minimum of 8 GCSE’s A*-C
- Salary: £28,000

**Business Analyst (Mandarin speaking role available)**
- Requirements: 2.1 at Degree Level, A*AA at A Level
- Salary: £45,000

**Marketing & Communications (Mandarin speaking role available)**
- Requirements: 2.1 at Degree Level, A*AA at A Level
- Salary: £45,000

**Technical Operations**
- Requirements: 2.1 in a computer related degree, ABB at A Level including either Maths or IT
- Salary: £32,000 – £40,000 depending on experience

**Account Manager (Mandarin speaking role available)**
- Requirements: 2.1 at Degree Level, A*AA at A Level
- Salary: £45,000

**Deployment Specialist**
- Requirements: 2.1 at Degree Level
- Salary: £28,000

**Software Developer – Internship**
- Requirements: 2.1 at Degree Level, A*AA at A Level (A* in Maths)
- Salary: £2,000 per month

To apply, please visit tpp-careers.com/role-categories/graduates-postgraduates/

**ADDRESS:** TPP House, 129 Low Lane, Horsforth, Leeds, LS18 5GU
**PHONE:** 0113 2050082
**EMAIL:** careers@TPP-uk.com

Tsinghua Educational Poverty Alleviation Association aims to bring the high quality educational resources to help the students and teachers in undeveloped areas in China through education. The association organizes voluntary teaching programs at the weekend during the semester and in the summer vacation, and also provides high quality online courses for primary and middle school for free. Every summer, volunteers from UK, US and so on join voluntary teaching program, accompanied by Tsinghua students, and share their knowledge and experiences to open the local students and teachers’ horizon of the world. Before the voluntary teaching, International interns will participate in a one week Chinese History Learning course in which they will visit and be trained in Beijing, Shaanxi province and Henan Province. This is followed by two weeks’ voluntary teaching at primary or middle schools in undeveloped counties.

**APPLICATION PROCESS:** For July 1st to 23rd 2019, we plan to recruit ten Oxford volunteers and provide free accommodation and transportation in China during the program. Oxford students can apply to the program through Careers Service.

**ADDRESS:** 3rd Floor, Kejian Building, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China, +86100084
**PHONE:** +8613910773665
**EMAIL:** jiaoyiju@tsinghua.org.cn

**www.aixuetang.com/fupin**
The immigration rules for international students and recent graduates change frequently. Up to date visa information and advice is extremely important for those who wish to remain in the UK to work.

Advisers from the Oxford University Student Immigration team will be attending the Careers Fair to answer your questions about the work schemes currently available and other queries you may have regarding your (or your family’s) immigration.